Circuits, nested connections of resistances in series and/or in parallel, are studied. We give a computer program which list up all circuits. Furthermore we discuss construction of the minimal network which has a given resistance value.
Introduction
Electrical resistances may be placed in a circuit either in series or in parallel, or in various combinations of them. Although there are circuits such as the Wheatstone bridge, which are neither series nor parallel arrangements, we exclude investigations of them in this paper.
These circuits have been studied from old times (see [1] , [2] ). Since those times they have continued to attract many researchers (see [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). In particular, the number of circuits has been studied throughly. Let us denote by a n the number of circuits composed of n resistances. The sequence of numbers a n (n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·) are computed to be (see [5] In this paper we discuss other aspects of circuits than the numberof circuits a n . In the section 2 we define series-parallel circuits exactly and represent them by "list" structure, which is borrowed from computer science. In the section 3 we give a computer program which list up all circuits as long as memory of enough size is available. In the section 4, under the assumtion that all components have the unit resistance value, distribution of resistances of series-parallel circuits will be investigated. In the section 5 we discuss how to construct the minimal series-parallel circuit which has a given resistance value. This construction problem seems to have escaped from the eyes of previous works.
Preliminaries
We define series-parallel-circuits in recursive way as follows:
Definition 2.1 (1) a resistance is a circuit; (2) a combination of two resistances in series is a circuit, and a combination of two resistances in parallel is also a circuit; (3) a combination of two circuits in series is a circuit, and a combination of two circuits in parallel is also a circuit.
Throughout the below series-parallel-circuits are called simply circuits. By definition every circuit is either a series combination of several circuits or a parallel combination of several circuits. We call the former S-type and the latter P-type. Consider a circuit which is composed of n resistances. Let C n , S n , P n stand for the set of all circuits, the set of all S-type circuits, the set of all P-type circuits respectively. Needless to say, C n = S n ∪ P n .
We can represent a circuit by using "list" as data structure in the following mannner: Definition 2.2 (1) a resistance is represented by a list (r); (2) a combination of several resistances in series is represented by a list (s r r ...), and a combination of several resistances in parallel is represented by a list (p r r ...); (3) if several circuits have reseriespresentations by lists { L1, L2, ... } respectively, then a combination of these circuits in series is represented by a list (s L1 L2 ...), and a combination of then in parallel is represented by a list (p L1 L2 ...).
In general, a circuits is represented as a nested list (i.e. list of list of list ...). Example 2.3 Circuits for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 S 3 = {(s r r)} P 3 = {(p r r)} S 3 = {(s r (p r r)), (s r r r)} P 3 = {(p r (s r r)), (p r r r)} S 4 = {((s (p r r) (p r r)), (s r (p r (s r r))), (s r (p r r r)), (s r r (p r r)), (s r r r r))} P 4 = {((p (s r r) (s r r)), (p r (s r (p r r))), (p r (s r r r)), (p r r (s r r)), (p r r r r))} S 5 = {((s (p r r) (p r (s r r))), (s (p r r) (p r r r)), (s r (p (s r r) (s r r))), (s r (p r (s r (p r r)))), (s r (p r (s r r r))), (s r (p r r (s r r))), (s r (p r r r r)), (s r (p r r) (p r r)), (s r r (p r (s r r))), (s r r (p r r r)), (s r r r (p r r)), (s r r r r r))} P 5 = {((p (s r r) (s r (p r r))), (p (s r r) (s r r r)), (p r (s (p r r) (p r r))), (p r (s r (p r (s r r)))), (p r (s r (p r r r))), (p r (s r r (p r r))), (p r (s r r r r)), (p r (s r r) (s r r)), (p r r (s r (p r r))), (p r r (s r r r)), (p r r r (s r r)), (p r r r r r))} Later it is useful to consider circuits with certain simple structures. We call them spsp circuits and psps circuits, which are defined as follows: Definition 2.4 (1) (s r r) is a spsp circuit and (p r r) is a psps circuit; (2) if L is a psps circuit, then (s L r) is a spsp circuit, and if L is a spsp circuit, then (p L r) is a psps circuit. 
A computer program which list up all circuits
Our algorithm goes away back to MacMahon. His algorithm is as follows:
• Any circuit of S n can be constructed by connecting smaller circuits in series. More precisely,
If we connect them in series, a resultant circuit belongs to S n .
2. However, in the above construction, parts c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c k must be diffrent each other. For example, if m 1 = m 2 , then it is inadmissible that c 1 and c 2 are the same.
3. Conversely, any circuit of S n can be constructed in the above way.
• Any circuit of P n can be constructed by "conjugation". Here the "conjugation" of a circuit c is the other circuit c which is constructed by substitution "series" ans "parallel" connection in c with "parallel" and "series" connection respectively.
To extract power of list fully, our program will be written in Scheme (a major dialect of Lisp) language. 
An implementation
) (>>= (range-i j) (lambda (x) (fmap (pa$ cons x) (recfn (-i x) x)))))))) (recfn n 1))) ; e.g. (split by predicate p '(2 11 7 1 9)) -> ( (2 11 7) (1 9) ) (define (split p xs) (letrec ((recfn (lambda (p xs acc) (if (null? xs) (list (reverse acc) '()) (let ((x (car xs)) (xs' (cdr xs))) (if (p x) (recfn p xs' (cons x acc)) (list (reverse acc) xs))))))) (recfn p xs '()))) ; e.g. (pack ' (1 1 2 2 2 2 3) ) -> ( (1 1) (2 2 2 2) (3) ) (define (pack xs) (if (null? xs) '() (let* ((ys/zs (split (pa$ eqv? (car xs)) xs)) (ys (car ys/zs)) (zs (cadr ys/zs))) (cons ys (pack zs))))) ; e.g. (encode '(1 1 2 2 2 2 3)) -> ( (2 . 1) (4 . 2) (1 . 3) ) (define (encode xs) (map (lambda (xs) (cons (length xs) (car xs))) (pack xs)))
; e.g. (combinations 3 ' (1 2 3)) -> ( (1 1 1) (1 1 2) (1 1 3) (1 2 2) (1 2 3) ; ( 1 3 3) (2 2 2) (2 2 3) (2 3 3) (3 3 3) ) (define (combinations n xs) (if (zero? n) '(()) (>>= (tails xs) (lambda (ys) (fmap (pa$ cons (car ys)) (combinations (1-n) ys))))))
; e.g. (cartesian-product '( (1 2 3) (4 5) )) -> ( (1 4) (1 5) (2 4) (2 5 (define (template series/parallel Par/Ser n) (if (= n 1) (return (Res)) (>>= (cdr (split-number n)) (lambda (ns) (let* ((f (lambda (xs) (combinations (car xs) (series/parallel (cdr xs))))) (as (map f (encode ns))) (bs (cartesian-product as)) (cs (map concat bs))) (fmap Par/Ser cs)))))) (define series (pa$ template parallel (pa$ apply Ser))) (define parallel (pa$ template series (pa$ apply Par))) (cond ((= n 0) '()) ((= n 1) (return (Res))) (else (let* ((ss (series n)) (ps (map conjugate ss))) (append ss ps)))))
Distribution of resistance values of circuits
In this section it is assumed that every component has the unit resistance value, r = 1.
First we compute resistance values of spsp circuits and psps circuits. Let f n be the n-th term of the Fibonacci sequence:
It is easy to see that resistances of spsp circuits of n components are equal to f n /f n−1 , and those of psps circuits of n components to inverses of them, f n−1 /f n . If we express these resistance values by continued fractions, then we have the following. 
And those of psps circuits of n components with the unit resistance are equal to
At first sight it is somewhat curious that several P-type circuits have resistance values larger than 1. However the following examples exist.
Example 4.3 When n = 5, only one P-type circuit (p (s r r) (s r r r))) has a resistance value 6 5 . When n = 6, three P-type circuits have resistance values larger than 1: (p (s r r) (s r r r r)) has 4 3 , (p (s r r) (s r r (p r r))) has , and (p (s r r r) (s r r r)) has To my regret I can not draw illuminating conjecture from the above experimental results. However it seems to be certain that the mean values are always less that 1. If this observation is true, we can understand why P-type circuits that have resistance values larger than 1 is exceptional.
Constructiob of the minimal circuit
In this section we continue to assume that every component has the resistance value 1.
Then, a circuit L = (\p \overbrace{1 \cdots 1}^{m}) has resistance 1/m. Therefore, if we consider a circuit which is a combination in series of n copies of L, it has resistance n/m. Thus, given a positive rational number n/m, we can construct a circuit whose resistance value is equal to the given rational number. However the above circuit is composed of the number mn components. It seems to be unnecessarily large. Thus we may ask what is the minimal circuit when given n/m.
The following theorem gives a solution to the above problem. is the minimal circuit which has the given resistance value w.
The theorem can be deduced from Theorem 4.2 and the following lemma. .
From this expression we construct the minimal circuit (s 1 1 1 (p 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (s 1 (p 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) ))).
It is well-known that the rational number w in the above example is a good approximation to π. It is interesting to see that we can approximately realize the value π by constructing appropriate electorical circuits.
